
The Mandelbrot Set is Conneted: aTopologial ProofJeremy KahnMarh 8, 2001Given  2 C , let f : C ! C be de�ned by f(z) = z2 + , and let fn bethe nth iterate of f. The Mandelbrot set M is de�ned byM = f j fn (0)6! 1g:It is easy to show that the Mandelbrot set is ompat: one shows that ifjzj > max(jj; 2), then jfn (z)j > jzj and fn (z)!1; thereforeM = f j jfn (0)j � 2 for all n � 1g:Douady and Hubbard[1℄ showed that the Mandlebrot set is onneted. Theirproof was analyti in that it diretly onstruted the Riemann map from theomplement of the Mandelbrot set to the omplement of the disk.We give here a topologial proof thatM is onneted. For eah n � 1, letPn() = fn (0). Choose R > 2, and let DR denote the (open) disk of radiusR, and CR its boundary. It is onvenient to hoose R transendental, so thatit is generi for our purposes. Let X denote the losure of a set X � C .We have that M = 1\n=1P�1n (DR)is a nested intersetion of ompat sets, so we need only show that P�1n (DR)is onneted for all n � 1. So assume that for some n � 1, P�1n (DR) isdisonneted. Let U be a omponent of P�1n (DR) suh that 0 =2 U . We laimthat, for 1 � k � n, 0 =2 Pk(U):(�) 1



But Pn is a branhed over, so Pn(U) = DR, whih ontradits the laim.So all that remains is to prove (�) above. This in turn will follow fromthe \priniple of orrespondene of winding number", namely1 PropositionLet S be a smooth Jordan urve, and (Cs)s2S be a smoothly varying familyof smooth Jordan urves, and for s 2 S, let Ds be the Jordan domain suhthat Cs = �Ds. Now let a; b; f : S ! C be smooth funtions suh that forall s 2 S, a(s); b(s) 2 D(s), and f(s) 2 C(s). Then#s2S(f(s)� a(s)) = #s2S(f(s)� b(s))where # denotes the winding number around 0.Given this proposition, we an prove (�) by indution on k. For k = 1,equation (�) is just our assumption that 0 =2 U . Now assume (�) for somek 2 [1; n); we will prove it for k + 1. We havefk (0) 6= 0 for  2 Uand therefore fk+1 (0) 6=  for  2 U:Now if g is an analyti funtion on a neighborhood of U , then0 =2 g(U)if and only if #2U g() = 0:Thus we have #2U(fk+1 (0)� ) = 0and need only show that #2U(fk+1 (0)� 0) = 0:This follows immediately from the priniple of orrespondene of windingnumber, beause for  2 �U ,fk+1 (0) 2 fk+1�n (CR);whih is a smoothly varying family of smooth Jordan urves, and0;  2 fk+1�n (DR);beause fn�1 () 2 CR, so fm () 2 DR for m < n� 1.2



1 Dotting the i's and rossing the t'sIn order to omplete our argument, we should1. de�ne a smoothly varying family of urves,2. prove proposition 1, and3. prove the italiized statement in the previous setion.We say that a family of Jordan urves J�, for � 2 � � C , varies smoothlyif there is a di�eomorphismJ : �� C1 ! f(�; z) : � 2 � and z 2 J�gthat preserves the �rst oordinate. Thus a smoothly varying family is asmooth isotopy, and we an extend it by the ambient isotopy theorem toJ : �� C ! �� Cthat is again a di�eomorphism preserving the �rst oordinate.Now returning to the notation of proposition 1, we have by the above adi�eomorphism C : S � C ! S � Csuh that for eah s there exists Cs : C ! C suh thatC(s; z) = (s;Cs(z));with Cs(C1) = Cs;and Cs(D1) = Ds:Then we de�ne, for t 2 [0; 1℄,et(s) = Cs((1� t)C�1s (a(s)) + tC�1s (b(s)));so that et(s) 2 Ds for all s; t, and hene et(s) 6= f(s) for any s; t. It followsthat #s2Cs(f(s)� et(s))is onstant (in t), and the proposition follows.We now show 3



2 LemmaLet V = P�1m (DR), for R � 2. Then (f�m (CR))2V is a smoothly varyingfamily of smooth Jordan urves.This implies, in the notation of the previous setion, that for k � 1,fk+1�n (CR) is a smoothly varying family of smooth Jordan urves over �U �P�1n�1(DR). This is the italiized statement of the previous setion.The lemma is more or less obvious, given the standard (topologial) fatthat f�m (CR) is a smooth Jordan urve provided that fm (0) 2 DR.We an give a ute proof of the lemma that reproves this standard fat,on the assumption that P�1m (DR) is onneted. This is of ourse what we aretrying to prove as the main theorem, but if we assume in the previous setionthat n is the least value for whih P�1n (DR) is disonneted, then P�1n�1(DR)is onneted, and we need the lemma only for m = n� 1.Aordingly, let V = P�1m (DR), and assume that V is onneted. ThenV is simply onneted by the maximum modulus priniple. Let f(; z) =(; f(z)); then fn : f(; z) :  2 V; fn (z) 2 CRg ! V � CRis a overing map that preserves the �rst oordinate. Now let F0 = f�n0 (CR);then the map V � F0 ! V � CRgiven by (; z) 7! (; fn0 (z)) is also a overing that preserves the �rst oor-dinate, and it has the same image in �1 as fn above. Therefore there is adi�eomorphism V � F0 ! f(; z) :  2 V; fn (z) 2 CRgthat preserves the �rst oordinate; and F0 is a round irle, so (f�m (CR))2Vis a smoothly varying family of smooth Jordan urves.Referenes[1℄ Adrien Douady and John Hamal Hubbard. It�eration des polynômesquadratiques omplexes. C. R. Aad. Si. Paris S�er. I Math., 294(3):123{126, 1982. 4


